


Ideamarble is a company specializing in the processing 
and transformation of precious and exclusive marbles for 
interiors and exteriors and is aimed at a diversified target 
ranging from private individuals to builders.
Quality and innovation, idea and design are the values that 
inspire ldeamarble.
Managing innovation while maintaining quality is a very 
important factor for Ideamarble and thanks to which it 
manages to maintain its strength and competitiveness in 
the sector.

Leader in luxury marble, the company, with a long 
experience over the years in the sector, offers a very high 
quality standard of products and customized projects 
created in collaboration with a professional team able to 
propose exclusive and original layout solutions.

Through a scrupulous process of selecting the raw material, 
Ideamarble chooses the best marble blocks directly from 
the quarries, offering customers a varied and high quality 
assortment.
The wide range of materials (precious marble, quartzite, 
onyx, special porcelain stoneware, quartz, marble and 
granite tiles with standard and cut to size, made-to-
measure vanities) allows the creation of customized 
solutions for all spaces and allows to each project to have 
his stone.
Thanks to the professionalism of an expert team of 
collaborators and architects, qualified to manage even the 
most complex projects in the best possible way, Ideamarble 
is able to fully satisfy any client and create fantastic 
renderings on request.

Ideamarble offer assistance to architects and designers in 
special projects to develop solutions suitable for all needs 
with particular attention to the choice of each products 
and their destination.
Thanks to our careful and scrupulous work in the projects, 
we can also evaluate our creations as “ Opera “, this is 
the reason why “Opera Marble” was born, a branch of 
ideamarble creations.
At the end of the production phase, Ideamarble entrusts 
the transport process to some of the largest shipping 
companies in the world, through their collaboration we can 
offer a safe and reliable shipping service with insurance all 
over the world.
Registered in the VIES (VAT Information Exchange 
System) archive and in the REX (Register of Exporters 
for CETA Agreement Italy - Canada), Ideamarble has the 
authorization to sell its marbles throughout the European 
Union, it is recognized as a certified usual exporter by the 
Italian Customs.

ideamarble personally selects every single block extracted in the heart of montain thanks 
to the strong agreements with the quarry owners.



Sheraton Montreal 5* Hotel.



Vancouver project.



Firenze project.



International project.



Customized design for each customer.



“When marble meets design”.

The “OPERA MARBLE” collections arise from the desire 
to start a new relationship between design and marble, 
creating a new interpretation of the incredible material 
through an extraordinary work of research, selection 
and design born with the aim of offering cutting-edge 
design and extremely customized solutions.
The non-reproducibility, the particularity and the 
territoriality give each type of marble a unique 
personality capable of making each design project 
exclusive and original, the best result in terms of 
materials, design and innovation.
All collections are designed by our architects in Florence 
and made with extreme care in every single detail.

The projects by Opera Marble, thanks to an excellence 
and professionalism all Made in Italy, attract an 
international audience of customers from all parts of 
the world who rely on Ideamarble for the creation of 
exclusive and impressive architectural works.

OPERA MARBLE

Dubai 5* Hotel project



Dubai project.
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